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1 Claim. (01. 58-58) 

This invention relates to horologioal instru- meshed with the gear l4 and mounted upon a 
ments and it has particular relation to a novel suitable shaft, not shown, is a gear 18 having 
wrist watch provided with a series of dials driven twenty-four teeth. A gear 19 having seven teeth 
by a conventional watch mechanism‘for indi- is mounted upon this same shaft and is en 

5 eating not only the time of the day but also the meshed with a gear 2E having 56 teeth and 5 
day of the week, the day of the month, the mounted upon a shaft 2! which carries at its 
month and the lunar conditions. upper end an hour indicating dial 22. Below this 
The primary object of this invention is the dial and mounted upon the shaft 21 is a gear 

provision of an astronomical watch wherein nov- 23 having four teeth and below the gear 23 and 
10 el means is provided for driving a plurality of also mounted upon the shaft 2| is a gear 24 10 

indicia bearing dials from a single conventional having a single tooth. Another gear 25 having a 
watch mechanism. single tooth is mounted upon the shaft 2! below 
Another object of the invention is the provi- the gear 24. 

sion of a device of the character described where- A gear 26 having sixteen teeth is carried upon 
15 in the dials are positively driven and the entire a suitable shaft 21 and meshes with the gear 23 15 

mechanism is capable of enclosure within a case and also with a gear 28 having twenty-eight teeth. 
no larger than the ordinary wrist watch. To the upper side of the gear 28 is fastened a day 
A further object of the invention is the provi- of the week indicating dial 3B. The gear 28 has 

sion in a Wrist watch of a novel arrangement of a, sleeve 3! revolubly mounted upon the Shaft 
go adjacent dials in Overlapping relation for con- i 3. This shaft i3 also carries a gear 32 having 20 

sel‘vatien Of Space and a novel arrangement of twenty-eight teeth and having a sleeve extend 
indicia on the dials whereby the indicia on ad- ing thmugh the Sleeve 31 and having the lunar 
laeent dials, even though the dials Overlap, may condition indicating dial connected thereto. A 
be read together- gear 33 having thirty-one teeth and a gear 34 
For a better understanding of the invention, having two teeth are fastened together and both 25 

reference may now be had to the accompanying are loosely mounted on shaft 13. The gear 34 is 
drawings, forming a part Of this disclosure, enmeshed with a gear 35 having twenty-four 
wherein; teeth carried on a suitably mount/ed shaft 33, the 

Figure 1 is a plan View Of a Wrist Watch em- upper end of which carries a month indicating 
30 bodying the novel features of my invention; dial 31. Upon the gear 33 is mounted an annular 30 

Figure 2 is a similar view with the face of the ring 33 bearing indicia, for indicating the day of 
watch removed to disclose the construction of the month Intel-mediate the ends of the shaft 
underlying parts; 13 is fastened a minute indicating disc 4!} which 

Figure 3 is 8» Vertical Sectional View taken Sub- rotates therewith. As shown, all of the numerals 
35 stantiallv 011 line 3—3 of Figure 1; and 1 to 60 are not placed upon the dial in order that 35 

Figure 4 is a plan View Similar to Figure 2 those which are shown may be more readily dis 
with the dials removed. tinguishable. 
The embodiment of the invention disclosed in At the side of the casing remote from the stem 

the accompanying drawings, broadly considered, [5 is a, manual adjustmg stem 4! of conventional 
40 Comprises a Casing '0: the lower part of which design for resetting the month dial 3'! and the 4,0 

is designed to receive a conventional Watch dial 38. Coupling means 42 are provided at either 
mechanism ' I from which a plurality of. indicia‘ end of the casing H] for attaching the usual strap 
bearing discs or dials are positively driven by utilized with Wrist watches_ 

_ means of Suitable gearing‘ th . m . d. A face 43 is carried by the casing and is pro 

4” vigergfeirr?kgy’C:g%:ft;1e%\g§’bye gasggitmoils vided with openings 44 for viewing the indicia 40 
- - - carried on the several dials. 

2253151511101? h5g1} igdgctasng 81111251711? 5221;111:5655; _ In operation, the watch mechanism 1 i isnwoun'd 
?xed thereto gear l4 having eight teeth. Mount- m_ the usual manner by tummg the stem i“ and 1t 

50 ed upon a suitable shaft, not shown, is a gear 15 W111 _be Seen that the shaift '3 by reason of the 0 
having‘ fourteen teeth A conventional stem “5 gearing above described wlll operate to move the 
is provided for winding the watch mechanism ll hell!‘ indicating dial 22 through One eemplete 
and carries a gear I‘! which may be enmeshed revolution every twenty-four hours, the minute 
with the gear l5 for setting the hour dial and the indicating dial 46 once every hour, the day in 

55 related dials, hereinafter to be described. En- dicating dial 30 once every week, the lunar con- 55 



‘ dition indicating dial 29 once every twenty-eight 

10 

15 

20 

25 

days and it will be seen that the day of the month 
indicating dial 38 will complete a revolution every 

‘thirty-one days unless otherwise adjusted by 
means of the stem 4| through the gears 45 and 33 
and that the month indicating dial, for all prac 
tical purposes, will complete a revolution once 
every year though it may be adjusted from time 
to time as is the day of the month indicating dial. 
It will also‘ be, seen that whenever the particular 
month has less than thirty-one days, the dial 38 
and the dial 37 may be manually adjusted by 
means of the manual adjusting stem Iii‘. This 
stem 4! has a gear 45 which engages gear 83 for 
resetting dial 38. 
The lunar indicating dial 227 bears a represen 

tation of the moon 53 upon its upper surface and 
adjacent the periphery of the dial, which repre 
sentation is so placed as to show literally the va 
rious stages of the moon by means of an irregu 
larly shaped opening 5i cut in the face of the 
clock. ' 

Although but one form of the invention has 
been illustrated, and that form has been de 
scribed in detail, it will be apparent to those 
skilled in the art that the invention is not so 
limited but that various modi?cations may be 
made therein without departing from the spirit 

1,997,511 
of the invention or the scope of the appended 
claim. ' 

' I claim: v - 

An astronomical watch comprising a housing 
having sight openings in its face, one of the open 
ings being of a predetermined irregular shape, 
a plurality of dials rotatably mounted within 
the housing for coaction one with each of the 
openings, said dials consisting‘ of minute indi 
cating dial, an hour indicating dial, a day-of-the 
Week indicating dial, a day-of-the-month indi 
cating dial, a month indicating dial and a lunar 
condition indicating dial bearing a representation 
of the moon and adapted to coact with the ir 
regular shaped opening in the face to indicate the 
instant 'lunar condition, a conventional watch 
mechanism disposed within the housing, a train 
of gears interconnecting the dials and the watch 
mechanism whereby the various dials are'operat 

' ed at predetermined speeds, one of the gears hav 
ing a?ixed to it the day of the month indicat 
ing dial, a stem protruding at one side of the eas 
ing for winding ‘the watch mechanism and a sec 
ond stem protruding through the opposite side of 
the casing and carrying a gear within the cas 
ing for engaging at will the gear carrying the 
day-of-the-month-indicating dial whereby it may 
be reset. ‘ 
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